
Jonah the Prophet 
Study 1: Jonah Runs from the Lord

Read Jonah 1:1-6

The LORD gave this message to Jonah son of Amittai: “Get up and go to the great city of 
Nineveh. Announce my judgment against it because I have seen how wicked its people are.” 
But Jonah got up and went in the opposite direction to get away from the LORD. He went 

down to the port of Joppa, where he found a ship leaving for Tarshish. He bought a ticket and 
went on board, hoping to escape from the LORD by sailing to Tarshish. But the LORD hurled 
a powerful wind over the sea, causing a violent storm that threatened to break the ship apart. 
Fearing for their lives, the desperate sailors shouted to their gods for help and threw the cargo 
overboard to lighten the ship. But all this time Jonah was sound asleep down in the hold. 6 So 

the captain went down after him. “How can you sleep at a time like this?” he shouted. “Get up 
and pray to your god! Maybe he will pay attention to us and spare our lives.” (Jonah 1:1-6)

Who is Jonah son of Amittai and what do we know about Nineveh?

Jonah is a minor prophet who lived somewhere between 786–746 BC, and the 
Assyrians were the dominate force in that region during that time period. The city of 
Nineveh was the capital of the Assyrian Empire and was considered a large and very 
prominent city in its day. It was not a city like Israel at all; God called Jonah to go to 
this pagan, Gentile city and call them to repentance. Ancient historians say that 
Nineveh was the largest city in the world during that time. It was a large, important 
capital of a dominating empire - surely an intimidating place to go.

Why do you think God wanted Jonah to go to Nineveh? Why did Jonah refuse to 
obey the Lord in heading to Nineveh? 
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Nineveh was so corrupt that the prophet Nahum speaks of its woeful destruction in 
saying:

Woe to the bloody city, all full of lies and plunder — no end to the prey! The crack of the whip, 
and rumble of the wheel, galloping horse and bounding chariot! Horsemen charging, flashing 
sword and glittering spear, hosts of slain, heaps of corpses, dead bodies without end — they 

stumble over the bodies! (Nahum 3:1-3)

What are some reasons why we at times get up and go the opposite direction of the 
Lord’s calling?

What are some of the dangers of responding on an impulse? Why do we at times 
react too quickly to difficult situations?  

Many people take their inner impulses and say, "The LORD told me this or that." This is 
dangerous even when it doesn't seem so immediately. "What have you to do with the devices 
and desires of your own hearts? Are these to be a law to you? I pray you, be not among the 

foolish ones who will be carried about with every wind of fancy and perversity. 'To the law and 
to the testimony,' should be your cry, and you may not appeal to inward movements and 

impulses." - Charles Spurgeon

Is the grass always greener on the other side? Do you believe it was a difficult task 
the Lord assigned Jonah?  

How do you respond to difficult times in your life? What do they reveal about 
yourself when they arise? Why are we prone to run away from God during those 
times as opposed to clinging to Him?
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But Jonah got up and went in the opposite direction to get away from the LORD. He went 
down to the port of Joppa, where he found a ship leaving for Tarshish. He bought a ticket and 

went on board, hoping to escape from the LORD by sailing to Tarshish. But the LORD hurled 
a powerful wind over the sea, causing a violent storm that threatened to break the ship apart. 
Fearing for their lives, the desperate sailors shouted to their gods for help and threw the cargo 

overboard to lighten the ship. But all this time Jonah was sound asleep down in the hold. So the 
captain went down after him. “How can you sleep at a time like this?” he shouted. “Get up 
and pray to your god! Maybe he will pay attention to us and spare our lives.” (Jonah 1:3-6)

Where can we go to escape from the Lord?  (See Psalm 139:7-10) 

“Suddenly the Lord flung a powerful wind over the sea, causing a violent storm...”

We often times think of Jesus calming the storm, but what do you think about the 
Lord causing a storm? Do you think the Lord is the source of our suffering?

Why did the Lord bring this storm? Do you believe that the Lord is in complete 
control? Do you believe the Lord is incapable of making mistakes? Do you believe 
the Lord has purpose in all that He does?

During the storm Jonah was asleep, why do you think he slept? What does this tell 
you about Jonah? Jesus slept in a small boat during a fierce storm, what’s the 
difference between the two events?  

“Maybe He will have mercy on us and spare our lives.”
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